is a trusted reading series providing
quality stories for a wide range of readers.
It features well-loved authors, classic
characters and favourite topics.

A book for every reader
Introducing a brand new reading series across fiction, non-fiction and branded
character titles from Egmont

• Best-loved authors, classic brands and favourite topics ensure that children
will find something to excite and engage them in every book they pick up

• 18 new titles publishing in 2016, with new titles to be released each year
Trusted titles

• Supported by our entire extensive and trusted range of over

50 Banana storybooks being re-launched as Reading Ladder titles

• Includes stories from award-winning and beloved authors like Julia Donaldson,
Jacqueline Wilson, Michael Morpurgo and many more
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Perfect for parents

• Parents told us that they wanted a simple system
for choosing the right book for their child

• Our system of three levels of reading ability is easy to understand
• Every book features clear, appealing level branding
• Each title includes guidance for parents and carers and tips for shared reading
Great for teachers

• Every title is book banded for use as a resource in schools
• The new series framework has been developed
with leading literacy consultant Nikki Gamble*

• Can be used to help children practise their skills independently
or through supported shared reading with parents

*

About Nikki Gamble

Nikki Gamble is Director of Just Imagine... and Associate Consultant at UCL’s Institute
of Education. She has worked extensively in schools across the UK and internationally.
Most recently she has managed a project for the London Schools Excellence Fund,
focusing on the development of excellence in reading for pupils aged 7-13. Nikki
is the author of Exploring Children’s Literature, and co-author of Guiding Readers
(forthcoming). She is KS2 reading advisor and series consultant for Oxford University
Press and a member of the UKLA National Committee.
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Reading Ladder
Level

1

Level

Beginning to read:

Simple stories for new readers

Key Features:

• Short sentences to develop confidence and enjoyment
• Familiar, repeated words to help build vocabulary
• Between one to five lines of text per page
• Book band range: Pink - Green
Familiar,
repeated
words

Short,
simple
sentences

Big, clear
type

1–5 lines
per page

Bright,
fun pictures
to help talk
about the
story
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Reading Ladder
Level

Level 2

21

Growing in confidence:

Longer, engaging stories for readers developing their skills

Key Features:

• Longer sentences to help build reading stamina
• A wider range of vocabulary to provide added interest
and variety
Up to eight lines of text per page

•
• Book band range: Orange - Purple

Strong
themes and
characters
to discuss

Clear
type
A variety
of sentence
structures

A wider
range of
vocabulary

Bright,
appealing
pictures for
added detail
and interest

Up to 8
lines per
page
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Reading Ladder
Level

3

Level 3

3

Reading independently:

Exciting, challenging stories for fluent readers

Key Features:

• The introduction of chapters and more
•

complex storylines
Rich, varied vocabulary to stretch and engage
confident readers
Interesting characters and themes to discuss

•
• Book band range: Gold – Lime

Chapters
Longer,
varied
sentences

A rich
range of
vocabulary

Detailed
illustrations
to enjoy

Interesting
characters
and themes
to discuss

More
complex
storylines
to stretch
confident
readers
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Ideas for
shared reading
• Encourage your child as they read the story. Praise is a key
part of making reading fun.

• Once they have finished, ask your child to retell the story
in their own way.

•

Alternatively, you could ask them which part of the story
they most enjoyed and why, or who was their favourite
character. This will help you to tell how much of
the story’s meaning your child has understood on
first reading.

For more information about the series and advice on supporting
your child’s reading, visit our website:
www.egmont.co.uk/readingladder
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Reading
Ladder

Brands
Brands

Non-fiction
Non-fiction
Fiction
Fiction

A GREAT STORY
AT EVERY STEP

Reading Ladder is a trusted
reading series providing quality stories
for a wide range of readers.
It features well-loved authors,
classic characters and
favourite topics.

For more information about the series
and advice on supporting your child’s reading,
visit our website:

egmont.co.uk/readingladder
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